
  

Public says oil facility has 
affected quality of life in area. 
By Heather Gula 
The Humboldt Sun 

WINNEMUCCA — The Humboldt County 
Commission received comments Nov. 16 
asking them to be aware of circumstances 
in Churchill County that have caused 
residents there to question a nearby oil re-
refinery’s effect on their quality of life. 

Fallon residents Stuart MacKie, Don Mello 
and Rich Wideman came before the 
commission to discuss odor issues they 
and a number of their neighbors say they 
have faced since the construction of Bango 
Oil — a processing facility located just west

 

of Fallon — and subsequently with the 
Nevada Department of Environmental 
Protection (NDEP). 

Their statements were meant to advise 
commissioners of issues that other 
counties have faced with the regulatory  

 

pending reliance on the NDEP to oversee permitting for the proposed Jungo Landfill. 

“I want everyone to understand right up front that we are not here to suggest you vote for or against any new 
business coming to Humboldt County,” Mello said. “I want to be 100 percent clear on that, we are not taking 
sides … the reason we are here today is to talk to you about some of the issue we are having with Nevada 
Department of Environmental Protection as well as discuss some of the decisions that Churchill County made 
so that made may help you guys in the future make some good decisions.” 

The Bango Oil re-refinery was permitted by NDEP in 2002 and began operations in 2007.  According to Mello, 
Churchill County rezoned 88 acres from residential to commercial and approved a Special Use Permit that 
allowed the refinery to apply for state environmental permits and develop the site. These actions, along with 
approval by the NDEP, allow Bango Oil to produce 22,000 gallons of crude oil a day. 

Mello stated that although it is in a rural area, the re-refinery is within five miles of over 200 residents.  He said 
that area residents are now required to disclose presence of the odor in paperwork when selling their homes. 

According to Mello the NDEP waived a number of requirements based on faulty modeling that determined odor 
from the facility would not travel off of property. 



Among those permitting requirements that were waived, according to Mello, was a stipulation that the plant 
have no residential development within one mile and that there be a minimum 160 feet of clearance between 
ground level and the water table. 

“NDEP in our mind, all their objectives have been pretty poor. NDEP made every one of these decisions 
without any interaction with our county or our county commissioners,” Mello said. 

He said NDEP also approved 75 tons of emissions from the plant. Mello stated that residents do not know 
whether the emissions pose a health risk or not, but they have concerns due to the noxious odors. 

NDEP Public Information Officer Dante Pistone told the Lahontan Valley News that those odors are a nuisance 
violation but that there are no environmental health effects that would threaten the company’s permit. 

The company installed a new direct thermal oxidizer and burner in September — which raises temperatures in 
the process water treatment system and eliminates more oil from the steam output — in an effort to reduce odor 
emissions. 

Shortly before the installation of that device, NDEP issued a stop order based on a report on source emissions 
testing performed in July by a third-party certified testing firm in Oregon, which halted production at the plant. 
NDEP cited the delay in installing the oxidizer as one reason for the stop order. 
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